bp Thank You Coffee Promotion
Terms and Conditions
Definitions
Promoter

The Promoter is bp Oil New Zealand Limited.

Promotion

The Promotion is called bp Thank You Coffee.

Eligible Participant

Participation in the promotion is open individuals with a
compatible smartphone, linked to a New Zealand mobile number.

Promotional Period

The Promotional Period begins at 12:01am (NZDT) on 6 July 2020
and ends at 11:59pm (NZDT) on 30 September 2021. bp reserves
the right to alter the length of the promotion at any time.

Qualifying for a
Thank You Coffee

To qualify for a bp Thank You Coffee, you need to:
1. sign-up or log-in to the BPMe app;
2. tap on the ‘unlock your Thank You Coffee’ tile; and
3. verify your mobile number and answer three questions
(Qualifying Action).
The ‘unlock your Thank You Coffee’ tile can be found on the
home tab or Rewards tab in BPMe.

Your Thank You Coffee can only be unlocked once. You will
need to be on iOS app version 3.2.1 or above or Android app
version 3.36.3 to be given the option to gift to a friend.
Redeeming a Thank
You Coffee

Once you have unlocked a Thank You Coffee you must choose
‘Enjoy’ or ‘Pay it Forward’.
If you choose ‘Enjoy’ then a free coffee will be applied to your
BPMe digital Wild Bean Cafe key tag. This coffee is valid:
•
•
•

for 30 days from the time it’s added to your digital key tag
at any Wild Bean Cafe
for any small or medium hot drink with up to one of each
extra: flavour shot, coffee shot, non-dairy milk

If you choose to redeem the free coffee on a large or add more
extras, then you’ll pay the difference. You must scan your BPMe
digital Wild Bean Cafe key tag in store when making payment.
If you choose ‘Pay it Forward’ then you must make another
choice between ‘Gift to a friend’ or ‘Gift anonymously’.
If you choose ‘Gift anonymously’ then a free coffee will be gifted
anonymously to another customer at the Wild Bean Cafe
assigned to your postcode. This coffee is valid:
•
•

for any medium hot drink
at any Wild Bean Cafe
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•

for any small or medium hot drink with up to one of each
extra: flavour shot, coffee shot, non-dairy milk

If you choose ‘Gift to a Friend’ then a unique single-use promo
code will be generated that you can gift your coffee to one friend
via a messaging tool of your choice. When this friend clicks on
the link and signs-up or logs-in to BPMe, a free coffee will be
assigned to their BPMe digital Wild Bean Cafe key tag. Your
friend’s coffee is valid:
•
•
•

for 30 days from the time it’s added to their digital key tag
at any Wild Bean Cafe when your friend pre-pays or when
they pay in-store and scan their BPMe digital Wild Bean
Cafe key tag
for any small or medium hot drink with up to one of each
extra: flavour shot, coffee shot, non-dairy milk

If you share the link with more than one friend, the first friend to
have the free coffee assigned to their digital key tag will receive
the free coffee. Any subsequent people who use the unique URL
will not be able to claim a free coffee.
Promotional
Website

The promotional website means www.bp.co.nz/thankyoucoffee

1.

BPMe terms and conditions also apply, see www.bpme.co.nz.

2.

bp may amend these Terms at any time by publishing an updated version on the
Promotional Website.

3.

bp Thank You Coffees are restricted to one per BPMe account during the
Promotional Period, which is why you need to verify your mobile number.

4.

By completing the Qualifying Action, Eligible Participants are deemed to have
accepted these Terms and Conditions.

5.

A bp Thank You Coffee is provided free with a Qualifying Action and cannot be
exchanged for cash.

6.

Neither the Promoter nor any other person or party associated with the Promotion
will be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever incurred (including but not
limited to indirect or consequential loss and including loss caused by negligence)
or personal injury suffered or sustained in connection with the use of or
acceptance of any bp Thank You Coffees, except for any liability that cannot be
excluded by law.

7.

If a participant is deemed by bp to have breached these Terms and Conditions, or
any other terms and conditions applicable to this promotion, their participation in
the promotion may be deemed invalid. bp may, at any time, require
documentation from participants to establish, to bp’s satisfaction, the validity of
their participation. Failure by bp to enforce its rights at any stage does not waive
those rights.

8.

Participants must not:
8.1

tamper with the participation process;
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8.2

engage in any conduct that may jeopardise the fair and proper conduct of
the promotion;

8.3

act in a disruptive, annoying, threatening, abusive, or harassing manner;

8.4

do anything that may diminish the good name or reputation of bp or any
of its related entities, or of the agencies or companies associated with
this promotion;

8.5

breach any law; or

8.6

behave in a way that is otherwise inappropriate.

9.

If this promotion cannot run as planned for any reason beyond bp’s control, for
example due to software, hardware, or communication issues, unauthorised
intervention, tampering, fraud, or technical failure, bp may end, change, suspend,
or cancel the promotion.

10.

Any personal information provided will be used by bp for the purpose of
conducting the promotion and may be used for future marketing purposed by bp
and its advertising partners (including AA Smartfuel). bp does not sell customer
lists or other personal information. You can request access to the information bp
holds about you and obtain a copy of bp’s privacy policy by visiting
www.bp.co.nz.

Any enquiries regarding this promotion should be directed to:
The Marketing Manager, BP Oil New Zealand Limited, 73 Remuera Road,
Auckland.
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